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ABSTRACT

In this paper weexamine theacquisition of partisanship byimmigrants and subsequent

generations ofLatinos and Asian-Americans. The data we analyze are derived from asurvey of

California residents in late 1984. We find that the longerLatino immigrants havebeenin the

United States, the morelikely they are to identifyas Democrats and to havestrongparty

preferences. We find age-related gains inboth Democratic support and in the strength of

partisanship among subsequent generations ofLatinos as well. Inline with ourhypotheses about

their foreign policy concerns, thedata also suggest that immigrants from China, Korea, and

Southeast Asiabecome more Republican with increased exposure to American politics. Other

Asian immigrants and subsequent generations of Asian-Americans exhibit nosuch trends ineither

the direction of their party preferencesor in partisan intensity.



THE ACQUISITION OF PARTISANSHIP BY LATINOS AND ASIAN-AMERICANS:

IMMIGRANTS AND NATIVE-BORN CITIZENS

I. INTRODUCTION

After decades of tight restrictions onimmigration, changes inpolicy enacted in 1965 and in

the years following have allowed millions ofimmigrants to enter this country during the past few

decades. Incontrast tomost previous immigrants to the United States, who came primarily from

Europe, alarge majority ofrecent arrivals have come from Asia, Mexico, and the rest ofLatin

America. The eventual impact that Latinos and Asian-Americans will have upon American

electoral politics depends on many factors, including the relative attractiveness ofthe two major

parties to new citizens, the rate atwhich immigrants and their children develop partisan

attachments, and thestrength of these attachments (Bean, Stephen and Opitz, 1985).

Understanding how partisanship develops inimmigrant populations has been hampered by the fact

that modem survey research developed well after the previous major surge in immigration tothe

U.S. had ended. ^ Indeed, previous individual-level studies of this phenomenon have been confined

to countries thathave experienced much higher rates of immigration in thepost-war erathan the

United States, inrinding Canada (Black, Niemi, and Powell, 1987), Israel (Gitehnan, 1982) and

Australia (Kahan, 1972; Wilson, 1973; Fmifler and Fmifler, 1989). Thisstudy, which examines the

arY|nigitinn ofpartisanship byimmigrant and second and later generation Latinos and Asian-

Americans, is thusimportant forimderstanding thepolitical experiences of immigrants. More

generally, learning more about how first and second generation individuals develop party

preferences can enrichour overallundertanding of partisarrship.

We begin this study by first outlining a general model ofpartisan choice developed by

Fiorina (1981). Many of the hypotheses we derive from this model arethesame asor similar to



those that inform the largebody of previous research known as "cohort analysis." Among other

things, we consider 1)factors thatinfluence therelative attractiveness of the parties to immigrant

and native-bom Latinos and Asian-Americans; 2) the effect of continued exposure to American

politics uponthe strength of immigrants' partisan attachments; 3) the extentto which thepartisan

predilections of immigrants areaffected bythe political climate in theU.S. at thetime of their

arrival.

Tte data on whichour analyses are based are drawn hom a statewidesurvey of

Califomians undeitaken in late 1984. Although large niunbers ofLatino and Asian immigrants

have settled in several states, their impact has been felt most dramatically in California. Non-

Hispanicwhites, who accounted for 67 percentof the state's population in 1980,are expectedto

constitute less than half tte population of California in 2010. This survey yielded complete

interviews with S74 Latinos and 308 Asian-Americans. The Latino sample contains 213

immigrants (citizens and noncitizens) and 152 second generatitmcitizens. The corresponding

figures for the Asian sample are 177 and 63. The remaining respondents in each sample are third

and subsequent generation citizens. (For ease of exposition we henceforth refer to "Asians" when

we mean Asian-Americans). Information on the sampling design is reported in Appendix A.

Previous studies by Abramson (1979,1983) and others have shown that there have been

dramatic differences between whites and blacks in their patterns of partisan change. This is

because political events and conditions during the past several years have affected blacks and

whites in very different ways. Gitelman (1982), furthermore, reports that Soviet immigrants

develop ties to Israeli parties much more rapidly than do American immigrants to Israel. In light of

these findings it behooves us to be sensitive to the possibility ofmajor differences between Asians

and Latinos in their patterns of partisan acquisition.

II. MODELING PARTISANSHIP



Competing models of partisanship differ not so much in what they identifyas the basic

determinants of Piarty choiceas in the relative weights they assign to them. Socialpsychological

models emphasizethe importance of parental socialization and dowiq)lay the role of short-term

influences (Campbell, Converse,Miller and Stokes, 1960). Rational choice models, in contrast,

emphasize the continuous incorporation of newinformation into cumulative evaluations of the

parties (Downs, 1957). As our intent is not to choosebetweencompetingformulations of

partisanshipbut rather to employ a generaltheoreticalframework to guide our investigation, we

find most useful the model developed by Fiorina (1981). Fiorina expresses individual i's

evaluation of party q (or, if one prefers, i's party identification) as:

PIDf =PPEf -PPEt + Gi

where:

PPEf andPPEf are the "pastpolitical experiences" (defined below) that individual i hashad with

parties q and z, respectively.

Gi are biases inherited from one's parents and from others prior to entry into the electorate.

The G vector, which registers the effects of parental influenceand other sources of pre-

adult socialization, sets an initial value for party identification. This is subsequently modified by

information, registered by the PPE term, that reflectsthe relative merits of the parties. More

specifically, Horina definesPPEs as the weighted, discountedsums of utilities that the parties have

provided the individual in die past:

PPEf —5^ ~ My ]

where:

Sij is the time discount for past experiences.

Oij is the importance assigned to each experience.

is the utility of the party ^'s action or policy position at time y ory+1.



Althoughinfonnation can be acquiredthroughdirect personalexperiences with such things as

unemployment, inflation, crime, or military service, this term also reflects the impact of infonnation

acquired vicariously from the news media, friends and neighbors, reference groups, etc.

The Fiorina model portrays party identification as a continuum of evaluations ranging from

extreme support for one party to extreme support for the other. In order to better place our analyses

in the context of previous research,however, we differentiate between the direction ofpartisanship

and the strength of partisanship. We examine first the directional component, i.e.. Republican

versus Democrat, of Latino and Asian party preferences.

in. DIRECTION OF PARTISANSHIP

The theoretical framework provided by Horina's model guides our thinking about the

acquisition of partisanship, but in and of itself it provides no insight into why Latinos or Asian-

Americans might come to prefer one party over the other. Hypotheses about tire direction of their

party preferences must therefore be derived from the actual nature of the experiences (the PPEs) of

2
Latino and Asian immigrants in coming to this coimtry. We think that one very important feature

of their immigration experience is that of becoming a member of an ethnic minority in the United

States, usually after being a native of an ethnically homogeneous society back in their Iremeland.

Some evidence concerning the impact this has had in the lives of the Asians and Latinos we

interviewed is presented in Table 1. As the figures there show, a large share of Latino and Asian

immigrants report having personally experienceddiscrimination. Interestingly, reports of

discrimination peaked among second generation respondents and then dropped off again among

third generatirm respondents. (Here and in the remainder of the paper we use "third generation" to

refer to third, fourth, and aUsubsequent generations).

Table 1 here



There were also differences between the two ethnic groups. Two-thirds of the Asians who

reported being personally discriminated against feltthatthemost serious episode hadbeen in social

situations, e.g., snubs, ethnic jokes, or insults, but not something that was economically injurious.

Latinos were more likely to report personal experiences with economic discrimination,e.g., not

gettinga job or an apartment. Similarly, in response to anotherquestionin our survey. Latinos

were considerably more likely than Asians to report that as a group they received fewer

opportunities than they deserved. As with reports of personally experienced discrimination,

perceptions of imequal opportunities were most frequent among second generation respondents.

For the past several decades the Democratic party has had the image ofbeing more

supportive than the Republicans of policies favoring minorities and other disadvantaged groups.

We thus expect that because of experiences with discrimination, the longer immigrants have been

in the U.S., the more they identify with the Democrats. We henceforth refer to this as the minority

group status hypothesis. The differences present in Table 1 indicate,of course, that minority group

status is felt more keenly by Latinos than by Asians. Because Latinos are more likely to report that

the discrimination they experience is economic in nature (and so presumably more injurious) and to

perceive that the stmcture of opportunities is biased against them, the hypothesized gains in

Democraticsupportshould be greater for them than for Asians. As discussedabove, the Fiorina

model also posits that politically relevantexperiences of parentsenter into the G vector (inherited

predispositions) of their children. This implies that second geiteration respondents in both groups

should be more Democratic than the immigrants themselves, and that third and subsequent

generation Asians and Latinos should be more Democratic still. Hnally, it is possible that like

immigrants, native-bom Asians and Latinos also become more cognizant of the implications of

minority stams as they grow older. If so, they would display age-related gains in Democratic

support that parallel the gains of the immigrant generation resulting from increased time spent in

the United States.



The minority group status hypothesis does not imply that support for the Democrats is

confinedonly to those who report having personally experienceddiscriminaticm or lack of

4
opportunity. We suspect, firstof all, that such concerns and experiences were imder-reported.

Every instance of personally experienceddiscrimination, furthermore, is augmentedby knowledge

of a Mend, neighbor,or relative who has receivedunfair treatment, as well as by information

garnered from the mass media. It should also be noted that the accumulationof experiences

associated with minority group status does not in and of itself mold party preferences; according to

Fiorina's model, such experiences must be politically relevant before they impinge upon

partisanship. We thus expectsupportfor the Democrats among Asians andLatinos to increase over

time and acrossgenerations not because individuals have accumulated moreexperiences with

discrimination per se, but ratherbecause the political relevance of being a memberof a minority

groupincreases withmore andmoreexposure to American politics and to the major political

parties. Finally, the minority group status hypothesis should be construed very broadly. The

appeal of the Democratic party to Asiansand Latinos shouldbe seen not merely as a fimction of its

over^, pro-minority group image, but also of its more congenial positions on issues related to

minority group status, such as irmnigration, bilingualism, and especially public education (de la

Garza and Brischetto, 1982).

Becoming a member of an ethnic minority is not the only experience that Latino and Asian

immigrants share with each other. Another feature common to most immigrants is the persistence

of ties to their country of origirt As reported in Table 2, the vast majority of immigrants continue

to keep in touch with Mends and relatives in their native country even sixteen or more years after

their arrival in this country. Almost a third of the respondents in this category report sending back

money, as do somewhat higher percentages of those who have spent fewer years in tte U.S.

Information about events and conditions in their homelands also comes to immigrants through

native language newspapers, television, and radio broadcasts. There is, in short, considerable



evidence that most Asian and Latino immigrants maintain an abiding interest in the affairsof their

native country.

Table 2 here

That immigrants continue to careabout the country from whence theycame implies that

the majorparties' policypositions vis-k-vis their formerhomeland will strongly influence their

partypreferences. In this respect the Latinoand Asianimmigrants of todayare no different than

the Irish, German, and Italian immigrantsof previous decades, whoseparty loyalties were informed

at least in part by foreign policy concerns(Morgan, 1969; Ganun, 1989). This does not in and of

itself lead to predictionsabout the directionof the party preferencesthey come to acquire. There

are, however, several Asian nationalities that seem especially likely to have a cmnmon set of

experiences andperceptions regarding U.S. foreign policy—those from SouthKorea, which has

faced a hostile communist regime to the North since the end of the fighting in 1953; those from the

countries of Southeast Asia (Vietnam, Laos, and Cambodia) whose governments fell to commumst

forces in 1975; the Oiinese, who areprimarily from Taiwanand HongKong. Those fromTaiwan

are coming from a country whose very reason forexistence is its opposition to the communist

government on themainland. Hong Kong, of course, is scheduled to be turned overto thecontrol

of the PRC in 1997.

Although party differences in theUnited States aremuch sharper in domestic policy thanin

foreign policy, sinceWorld Warn the Republican party hasbeenseento usually favor a tougjier

stance in rfeaiing with communist regimes. What we henceforthrefer to as the anticommunist

emigri hypothesis thus predicts that as immigrants from these countrieslearn about American

politics, they become increasingly supportive of the Republican party.^ The plausibility of the

anticommunist emigrehypothesis is bolstered by the fact that 55 percentof flie Chinese, Korean,

and Southeast Asianimmigrants we interviewed favored "an increase in federal spending for



military and defense purposes," compared to 42 percent of the other Asian respotidents and 37

percent of the Latinos.^ We also know from previous research that the strong support afforded the

Republicans by Cuban-Americans is rooted in their anticommunist, pro-defense attitudes

(Brischetto, 1987).

The source of a third set of predictions concerning the acquisition of party preferences

derives from differential rates of economic progress. Although immigrants usually enter the U.S.

labor force at low wage rates, on average they reach earnings equality with native Americans within

ten to fifteen years (Chiswick, 1978). As Chiswick and others have observed, these rapid gains are

in large measure the result of self-selection; those willing to leave family, friends, and everything

familiar behind to seek a better life are highly motivated individuals. Evidence of the economic

gains made by the immigrants we interviewed is presented in Table 3. As the figures in this table

show, over time both Latino and Asian immigrants earn more and become more likely to own their

own home (no mean feat in California). Members of subsequent generations, in turn, tend to be

materially better off than inunigrants. Table 3 also reports the percentage of respondents whose

head of household had been unemployed in the previous year. For Latinos, the figures exhibit a

strong downward trend after the surprisingly low first category (less than 7 years in the U.S.).

Although we can only speculate, a major reason for the low levels of unemployment reported by

recent arrivals is that a high percentage of them woricin construction, gardening, and in restaurants.

Although the amount of work varies from week to week, these are usually not jobs firom which they

can technically be laid off. Tte data in Table 3 also indicate that Asians have made more r:q>id

progress than Latinos, which is consistent with other findings by Chiswick (1980). Similarly,

unemployment figures for Asians, although more erratic, are on average lower than for Latinos.

Table 3 here

For the past several decades, economically advantaged,higher income groups have been



dispropoTtionately supportive of the Republican party. On the basis ofwhat we henceforth refer to

as theeconomic advancement hypothesis, we would expect that as immigrants* material well-being

improves, sodoes their support for the Republicans. This would seem to run counter tothe

minority group status hypothesis, butit ispossible for both to operate simultaneously. More

specifically, it could be that support forthe Democrats among immigrants increases with time spent

in the U.S., but that those who do better economicallybecome less Democratic than those who do

notdo as well. Similarly, wewould expect thatAsian immigrants, given theirmore rapid rate of

economic progress, come to bemore supportive than Latinos of theRepublican party. Thislast

prediction is consistent with available evidence on the partisanship ofLatinos and Asians. National

opinion polls regularly find Latinos to favor theDemocrats over the Republicans, butbecause of

the smallnumber of Latino respondents typically contacted the sizeof the margin varies widely.

Surveys specifically targeted at thepredominantly Mexican-origin Latinos ofTexas and California

generally find about a 3-1 advantage. Evidence ontlw partisanship of Asians is harder tocome by,

asnational surveys never contact more than a handful of Asian respondents. What there is,

however, suggests that the percentage of Asians who identify with the Republicans is roughly the

same as the percentage who identify with the Democrats.

The predictions derived ftom the hypotheses discussed sofarfall loosely under therubric

of what cohort analystscall "age"effects,which, as Converse(1969) argues,are seen more

accurately as experience effects. Fornatives, agecorresponds to experience. Forimmigrants

experience is measured bytheamount of time they have beenin the United States, which could be

the samefor individuals of differentagesor different for individuals of the same age. But the other

majorconcernof the field—"generational" effects— also follow from Fiorina's model New voters

(eitherimmigrants, or, more commonly, native-bom voters reaching majority age)havefew

observationsof the competingpoliticalparties, and so have weakerpriors, less stable party

affiliations, and are more susceptible to new information. Eventsof the day thus have a greater
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impact upon the preferences of these less experienced, more impressionable voters. Kahan (1972)

finds strong evidence for these propositionsin his study of immigrants to Australia. He reports that

the votes cast by new native bom voters mirror the national swing from one party to another, but at

a much higher amplitude. Foreignbom new voters, furthermore, exhibit even sharperswings in

favor of the ascendant party.

Carrying the imprintof the sameformative experiences, members of a particularcohortcan

exhibit distinctive patterns of partisanship overthe course of theirlifetime (Abramson, 1976). Thus

"New Deal Democrats" refers to the generation ofvoters who continued to strongly support

Democratic candidateslong after they cast their firstballots in the Thirties and early Forties. Even

though members of sucha cohort transmit somepartisan biasto theirchildren, suchsocialization

fails to impedethe dissipation of a particular pattem of party loyalties (Beck, 1974).

Assigning irrunigrants to a particular cohort is problematic, as nothing to rival the

magnitude of die Great Depression has occurred since then. A second problem derives from the

fact that they enter the country at different ages. If they arrive as adults, they are presumably

strongly influenced by political conditions at the time of their arrival. Those who arrive as children

can be expected to be more like native Americans, and to pick up the imprint of the political state

of affairs that obtains at the time of early adulthood. We thus think it makes most sense to

designate immigrants' cohorts in terms of the first presidential election in which they would have

been old enough to vote had they been native Americans. If any cohort effects are present, we

would expect that if the presidential election by which a cohort is defirKd were won by a

Republican, members of that cohort would subsequently bear a Republican im{aint If it were won

by a Democrat, we would correspondingly e;q>ect the relatively impressionable immigrants in that

cohort to be disproportionately Democratic in their partisan preferences.

Data Analysis
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Before turning to the data, it isprobably useful to summarize ourmajor hypotheses

concerning the direction of party choice. According to the minority group status hypothesis, the

longer Latino and Asian immigrants have been in the U.S., the more they tend tosupport the

Democrats. Similarly, native-bom Latinos and Asians may display age (i.e. exposure) related gains

in Democratic identification. Given the evidence that Latinos are more likely than Asians to

perceive discrimination and lack ofopportunity, they should also display larger gains in

Democratic support. TheFiorina model also leads us toexpect identification with theDemocrats to

behigher among members ofthe second generation than among immigrants, and that the third

generationshouldbe more Democratic stiU.

According to the economic advancement hypothesis, asthe material well-being of

immigrants improves, their support for the Republicans increases. Because ofecraiomic

advancement, second and third generation individuals should bemore suRXiilive of the

Republicans than are immigrants, and Asians should be more Republican than the Latinos.

The anticommunist emigrd hypothesis, finally, predicts that immigrants firom Srnith Korea

and Southeast Asia become increasingly supportive oftheRepublican party asthey team about

American politics. As inthe case ofthe minority group status hypothesis, these pro-Republican

effects could beamplified in the second generation as a result ofparental socialization. There are

no second generation Korean orSoutheast Asian respondents inour sample, however, so there isno

way to examine this possibility.

Toprovide anexploratory overview ofthe data, inHgures 1and 2 we chart the

percentages, bygoieration, ofLatino and Asian respondents respectively who identify as

Democrats, Republicans, orwho support neither party. (These categories are derived from

responses tothe standard NES party identification questions; independents who subsequently

reported "leaning" toward a party are classified asidentifiers with that party). These figures also

break down immigrants into categories defined by how long the respondent has lived inthis
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covmtry; i.e., 7 years or less, 8 tol5 years, or 16 years ormore.

Figures 1 and 2 here

Tte data inFigure 1confonn nicely tothe minority group status hypothesis. Democratic

identification among Latino immigrants increases steadily with time spent inthe U.S., while the

percentages ofIndependents and Republicans fall. The propensity to favor the Democrats remains

high among second generation respondents, and the third generation ismore Democratic still.

Thereis, then,evidence of experience-related gains in Democratic identification among Latino

immigrants, andsome indication thatthese gains are amplified in subsequent generations—

presumably bythe effect offamily socialization. As indicated earlier, these data donotrule outthe

alternative economic advancement hypothesis. Nevertheless, wecaninferthatanypro-Republican

effectsof economic advancement on the party preferences of Latinosare dominated by overall

gains in support for the Democrats.

In contrast, the data on Asian immigrants in Figure 2 give no indication of the minority

groupstatushypothesis at work. Whatever small increase in support for the Democrats that might

be associated with time spent in the U.S is matched by small gains accruing to the Republicans—

possibly concentrated among respondents in the anticormnunist emigrd category, or as a

consequence of economic advancement This is not unexpected,of course, in light of the evidence

that Asians are far less likely than Latinos to report experiences with discrimination that were

economically injurious, or to perceive that they receive fewer opportunities than they deserve.

Comparison of Figures 1 and 2 does reveal that all generations of Asians are more Republican than

their Latino counterparts. This is not particularly enlightening, as all three hypotheses predict that

this should be the case.

These exploratory cuts at the data thus uncover some patterns that are consistent with our

major hypotheses, as well as other features that are not. In either case they are hardly definitive.
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They also revealnothing about age-related gains in partisanship amongthe sectmd and third

generation, nor anything aboutwhetherimmigrant or native-bom individuals exhibitcohorteffects

due to the ascendancy of a party at the time they entered the electorate. To subjectour hypotheses

to more rigorousexamination, we estimate the following equation(subscripts denoting individual

respondents are omitted):

PID = c +aG +pGx/ +5X -hyC +<£ -l-XExf -Hp,

where:

PID - reported identification as either a Democrat, Republican, or Irtdependent As indicated

above. Independents "leaning" toward a party are assigned to that party,

c = a constant term.

G = a pair of dummy variables registering second generation or third and later goierations.

Immigrants thus fonn the excluded category.

G xr = amount of exposure to American politics. For immigrants, this is proxied by die ntunber of

years since their arrival in the U.S. For subsequent generations it is [Ht)xied by reported

age.

X = a battery of dummy variables indicating that the individual has a low family income (<

$1S,(XX)), a high family income (> $50,000), is in a household that has a union member, or

in a household whose head had been ur^mployed sometime during the previous year.

C = a pair of dununy variables registering cohort effects. The first takes on the value of 1 if the

first presidential election in which a native-bom individual was eligible to vote was won

by the Republican candidate, 0 otherwise. The second, for immigrants, takes on the value

of 1 if the first presidential election they experienced as an adult living in the U.S. was

won by the Republican.

E = z dummy variable that takes on the value of 1 for inunigrants fix>m China, South Korea or

Southeast Asia (the anticommunist emigre category).
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Ext = amount ofexposure Chinese, South Korean, or Southeast Asian immigrants have had to

American politics, proxied by the number of years they have resided in the U.S. This and

fi

the preceding variable were specified only in the equation run on the Asian sample,

p. = an error term.

Because Figures 1 and 2 strongly suggest the presence of inter-group differences, this

analysis is performed separately on the Asian and Latino samples. The nature of the dependent

variable (Democrat, Independent, Republican) dictates that this equation be estimated as a

trichotomous orderedprobit. Results are reportedin Table 4. The top number in each entry is the

estimated probitcoefficient, the bottomnumberthe standard error. Positive coefficients arepro-

Republican in direction. Thosethat are significantly different fromzero (p < .05,one-tailed) are

denoted by daggers.

Table 4 here

Turning first to the Latinos, we see support for die economic advancement hypottesis that

is not observable in the overall trends displayed in Figure 1. Lower income Latinos are

significantly more Democratic than either those in the middle income category (the suppressed

reference group) or those in the high income group. Those in union households are also more likely

to be Democrats. The results here concerning the minority group status hypothesis also bear out the

more tentative findings ofFigure 1. First, the pattern of the generation dummies and the large,

significant coefficiem of the (G ixr) term reveal the hypothesized gains in support for the

Democrats. Latino immigrants are more likely to identify as Democrats the longer they have been

in the U.S., and subsequent generations of Latinos are increasingly (albeit not significantly) more

Democratic as well Second and third generationsLatinos also displayed age-related gains in

Democratic identification; the estimated coefficients (-.018 and -.024, respectively) were nearly as

large as the -.027 coefficient for immigrants. These findings also appear to be quite robust, in that
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similar age-ielatcd gains inLatino support for theDemocrats t^pearin other studies of both the

1984 and 1988 elections (Brischetto, 1987,1988).

As is genetically thecase in analyses of this type, we cannot rule outa priori analternative,
Q

cohort-based explanation forage-related effects. It ispossible that younger Latinos inoursample

are more Republican because their early political experiences are heavily colored by the relatively

popular presidency ofRonald Reagan. Itcould also be that older Latinos are disproportionately

Democratic becauseof eventsor conditions experienced in an earlier, more formative periodin

their life. Ineither case, if the higher degree ofRepublicanism among younger (orrecently arrived)

Latinosreflects a cohorteffect, theseLatinos will remain moreRepublican as they age. Latinos

subsequently entering the electorate will be more likely see the Republican party as an ^propriate

choice forpersons like themselves, leading toa decline inLatino support for the Democrats over

time. If age-related gains are instead a function of accumulated experiences and exposure to

American politics—as the minority group status hypothesis implies—the large margin by which

Latinos currently favor the Democrats overtheRepublicans will persist

Wecontinue to favor theexperiential, learning-based hypothesis forthefollowing reasons.

First, as indicated above, the coefficients of the age terms for second and thirdgeneration

respondents are very similar to the coefficient ofthe other, less problematic, measure ofexposure to

American politics, i.e., the "years inthe U.S." term for immigrants. Secondly, the coefficients of

the dummy variables for the party that won the first election inwhich respondents were eligible to

vote are inHigringiiishahie from zero. This indicates that respondents had not simply been swept

away by the popularity ofRonald Reagan orby other partisan tides atthe time oftheir entry into

theelectorate. Third, it is hard to imagine what conditions orevents could have imprinted older

Latinos with a stronger than usual Democratic bias. Latino party politics inearlier decades had a

very different, assimilationist flavor. And although Latinos encountered legal and extra-legal

obstacles to voting inmany areas, nothing occurred at that time analogous to the civil rights
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Straggle that led blacks to become so overwhelmingly Democratic (Garcia and de la Garza, 1977).

Finally, data from the 1988 election show gains in Latino support for the Democrats over the levels

of 1984, not the decline that a cohort-based account ofourfindings would imply (Brischetto, 1988).

Turning next to the results for the Asian sample, we find some support forthe

anticommunist emigid hypothesis; both the £ and £ xr (years inthe U.S.) coefficients are inthe

predicted, pro-ReiHiblican direction, and that of the latter approaches conventional levels of

statistical significance. The E term becomes significant, in fact, when the£ xr term isomitted.

Tlte data were far less kind to the minoritygroup status and economicadvancement hypotheses.

Coefficients of the "years inU.S." variable forimmigrants and of theage variables forother

respondents reveal nosystematic movement toward either party. As indicated earlier, die lack of

exposure-related effects (which we attribute tothe minority group status hypothesis) most likely

reflects the fact that Asians-Americans do not feel particularlydisadvantaged. But Asian

respondents' identification with theRepublican versus the Democratic pattywassimilarly

unaffected by the variables reflecting economic status; coefficients of the unemployment and union

household terms were in the correct direction but far from significant, while those of the income

dummies were both in the wrong direction.

One must be careful, of course, in making inferences on the basis ofnull findings; the

absence ofevidence, as Tufte puts it, is not evidence of absence. One potential problem with our

analysis is that the Asian category contains respondents ofmany different nationalities, and may

therefore be quite heterogenous. Aggregating such heterogenous groups may thus account for our

failure to find support here for our hypotheses concerning the direction ofparty choice. Indeed, it

was the dedsion to disaggregate the immigrants from China, Korea, and Southeast Asia that

yielded the only positive findings in the Asian sample, i.e., for the anticormnunist emigrd

hypothesis. Ideally we would disaggregate all the Asian nationalities but sample sizes do not

permit this.
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We are confident, however, that our analyses have not been conii»x>mised by attenuation

resulting firom the aggregation of heteiogenous groups of Asianinunigrants and subsequent

generations of Asian-Americans. First, a reviewof the literatureon variousAsian nationalities

reveals a great deal of commonality in their experiences in the UnitedStates (Kitano, 1969; Jo,

1980). In particular, immigrants from Vietnam, Hong Kong, Korea, andothercotmtries quickly

findthat whatevertheir particularnationality, in the UnitedStates they are generally considered to

be "Asians." In California in particular, cities, neighborhoods, schools, and universities are

describedin terms of "percentAsian." Membersof differentAsiannationalities hear the same

ethnic jokes andepithets. Thereis nothing newor imusual about this,of course. In the Nineteenth

Century immigrants from theAbruzzi, from Sicily, from Nrqrles, andiiom tiie Piedmrmt found that

in the United States they were all considered to be "Italian."

Secondly, in theindependent variables that play a major role inouranalysis (aswell as in

related subjective indicators) the variance among the various Asian ethnic groups is much smaller

than the difference between all categories of Asian-Americans and theLatinosin our sample.

Compared to Latinos, all categories of Asian-Americans were better educated, hadbetter incomes,

andwere muchlesslikely to believe thattheirethnic group received fewer oj^rtunities thanthey

deserved. Theonlyapparent exception is that thenationalities with large proportions of

immigrants (Filipinos, Koreans, others) arenearly aslikely asLatinos to be renters andto have

experienced tmemployment However, when wecompare Asian immigrants with Latino

immigrants onhome ownership and unemployment, large differences between Asians and Latinos

re-emerge.

Because theresults reported inTable 4 areof analyses performed separately on theAsian

and Latinos samples, they carmot tellus anything about which hypothesis orcombination of

hypotheses accotmt fordifferences between the two groups. Asnoted previously, all three

hypotheses about thedirection ofparty preferences predict Asians to be more likely than Latinos to
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favor the Republicans, and the data inFigures 1and 2 show this tobethe case. Inorder to

detennine which,,if any. of the hypotheses account for this difference we need topool the two

samples and estimate anequation of the following fonn:

PID = c + aA +PGxf +83f +Y^ +11

This equation differs from the previous one in ihe following ways: 1)it specifies a dummy

variable A that takeson the valueof 1 for Asianrespondents, 0 for Latinos; 2) giventhe significant

effectassociated with the E term whenthe£xr tenn is dropped, the latter is not specified; 3) the C

dummies registering cohort effects contribute nothing to the fit of themodel, sothey have been

dropped aswell; 4) there isa single age term for native-bom Latinos and Asians, asthe results in

Table 4 reveal no gainfrom estimating separate coefficients forsecond anddiird generation

respondents. Alarge, positive coefficient forthe dummy variable A would indicate thatourthree

hypotheses fail to explain fuUy therelatively greater Republicanism of Asian respondents. All

other coefficients can be interpreted as before.

The results, reportedin Table 5, show that the relatively greater supportLatinos afford the

Democrats is accounted for by their lower incomes and higher proportion of union households (27

percent, compared to 17 percent for the Asians), by the Latinos' experience-based gains in

Democratic support (which we interpret in terms of the minority group status hypothesis), and by

the presence of many Asian immigrants from countries that have either fallen to communist

regimes or are threatened by them. The dummy variable for Asian respondents is actually in a

negative, pro-Democratic direction, although with a t statistic of less than one it is indistinguishable

from zero. In short, all three of our major hypotheses contribute to the divergence between the

party preferences of Asians and Latinos. Although our data do not reveal very much about why

some Asians are more likely to be Democratic or more Republican than others, they do allow us to

account for why the Asians are generally more Republican than are the Latinos.
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IV. PARTISAN JNTENSITY

Implications of the Fiorina model for the intensityof the party preferences acquired by

immigrants andmembers of subsequent generations aresummarized in Table 6. The first column

specifies our hypotheses about the relationship between generation and the G vector of inherited

predispositions. Few foreign-bom Americans receive any relevant partisancues from their parents;

those who do not arrive here until adtilthood presumably inherit no partisan bias whatsoever.

Family political influence in thesecond generation varies substantially, depending on whether and

whentheparents of these individuals became attentive to politics in theU.S. If parents develop

partisan attachments eailyin theiroffspring's childhood, thenwewould expect to seethesame

kind of socialization as experienced by individuals withnative-bom parents. If the parentsnever

make the transition into U.S. political Ufe or donotdoso until much later, thenlittleor noparental

partisanship is transmitted (see Andersen, 1979, p. 42). Bythe third generation thestandard

patterns of intergenerational transmission obtain, and consequently these individuals should be

stronger partisans.

Table 6 here

The secondcolunmof Table 6 summarizes ourexpectations concerning the effectof past

political experiences (the PPE term). Fornative Americans, Converse's (1976) hypothesis thatthe

strength ofpartisanship increases with age—at least during non-traumatic "steady state" periods

(seealso^We, Verba, andPetrocik, 1976)—can be derived by recognizing thatover timeindividuals

observe howtheparties perform in office, and leamhow those actions affect theirwelfare. Early

experiences aredisproportionately influential, but asobservations accumulate theimpact of each

newdatum upon party preferences decreases (assuming thattheparties behave consistently andthat

utility functions do not change).
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Our major hypothesis, then, is that partisan intensity increases with age, or, inthe case of

immigrants, with years inthe U.S. Effects associated with age are not due toaging perse. As

Converse (1969) puts it, "sheer time" or"the passage ofyears inchronological age" only proxy how

much exposure anindividual has had to the political environment. One way to disentangle "sheer

time" fiom amount of exposure, as Converse notes, is to examine partisanship in countries with

new party systems (e.g., Italy, Germany, and Japan after World War II). Another way is to analyze

theexperience of immigrants. Because immigrants enter this country atdifferent ages, the amount

of exposure they have had to American politics isdistinct from theirage. Many respondents we

interviewedwere children when they arrived, while others were in their sixties. For immigrants.

then, wehave a differentand potentially better indicator of e^stue to American politics, i.e.

10
years in the U.S., than the age proxy applied to native-bom citizens.

The amountof importance that individuals assignto eachpieceof political informatiCHi is

no doubt idiosyncratic, but we knowthat if it is to haveany weightat all they mustbe able to

comprehend it andplaceit into the context of whattheyalready know(Converse, 1975, p. 97). A

person's ability to do this is difficult to gauge directly,but their level of formaleducationis usually

a good indicator. As the entries in each rigjithand column cell indicate, we thus assume that

individuals with more education, because of their ability to better comprehend and interpret new

political information, assign more weight to PPEs. They should consequently be more intensely

partisan as well. In the case of immigrants, greater facility with the English language plays a

similar role. Immigrants slmuld also afford information about American politics more weight as

their material and psychological stakes in the U.S. grow larger. Thus we should expect die

intensity ofpartisan preferences to be positively associated with indicators such as citizenship,

home ownership, and the decision to remain pennanently in the U.S.

Some evidence on these points is reported in Table 7. Looking first at education, we see

that the percentage of immigrants lacking a high school diploma falls ra{ndlywith time ^nt in the
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U.S. Second and subsequent generation respondents are bettereducated still. Useof the English

language exhiUts anupward aswell, and interviewers' assessments of political information levels

display similaily large increases. Across aU categories, Asian respondents are better educated than

Latinos. This is consistentwith the finding that Asianshave a more rt^id rate of economic

advancement These differencesin education, along with those in language use and information

levels, lead us to expectAsians to be moreintensely partisan thanLatinos.

Table 7 here

ThedatainTable 7 also suggest thatimmigrants' ties to theUnited States cantake a long

time to fully develop. Even after 16 ormore years here many immigrants—especially Latinos—

havenot become citizens, andhavenot abandoned the ideaof returning to theircotmtry of origin.

Although we cannot determine their relative importance, we think there are atleast three factors

responsible for the slower pace ofLatino assimilation; 1) Latinos are more likely tobe

undocumented flhens and thusunable to obtain citizenship; 2) It is usually morefeasible forLatinos

to return to their country oforigin (especially if it isMexico) than for Asians (especially those from

Southeast Asia); 3)Asian inunigrants have experienced more rapid economic progress than have

Latinos. As was seeninTable 3, Asians also report much higher levels of home ownership thando

Latinos. To the extent these various measures are indicative of a more thoroughgoing conumtment

to life in theU.S., wewould expect Asians tobe more likely than Latinos to identify with a party

and to identify more strongly with a party.

Aninitial overview of thedataonpartisan strength is provided byRgure 3, which charts

the proportion of"strong" party identifiers in each ofthe same categories displayed inthe previous

figures. These data show that for Latinos, the percentage ofstrong identifiers increases steadily

with time spent inthis country by inunigrants, and with generation. The pattern for Asians, onthe

other hand, is erratic. There is a bigjump inpartisan intensity among the irrumgrants who have
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been in the U.S. for 16 ormore years. But second generation Asians are much weaker partisans,

and third generation respondents have no stronger partisan attachments than newly arrived

immigrants.

Figure 3 here

This initial lookat thedatathussuggests thatourhypotheses concerning the strength of

partisanship, like those concerning the direction ofparty preferences, find much more support in the

Latino sample than in theAsian sample. Ourexpectations regarding inter-group arealso

disappointed byFigure 3, inthat there appears tobenosystematic tendency for Asians tobe

stronger intheir partisan predilections than Latinos are intheirs. As before, though, a definitive test

of ourhypotheses reqtiires estimating anequation of the following form:

PSTN =c +ctG +pGxr +5Y H-Yl' +e

where:

PSTN = the individual's strength of partisanship. Strong identifiers makeup one category, weak

identifiers and leaners another category, and pure Independents a third.

c = a constant term.

G = a pair of dummyvariablesregistering secondgenerationor third arid later generations. As

before, immigrants form the reference group.

G xr = amount ofexposure to American politics. For irmnigrants, this is proxied by years in the

U.S.: for subsequent generations, by reported age.

X = dummy variaUes indicating a high level of educational attainment (college degree or more), a

low level Gess than a high school diploma). A third dummy variable takes on the value of

1 for respondents whose primary language is other than English, zero otherwise.

Y = durxunyvariables reflecting greater perceived stake in the U.S. These include owning a home,

acquiring citizenship, and ruling out the possibility of returning to one's country of origin.
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^ = an enx)r tenn.

As in the analysis of the direction of partisanship, it is appropriateto estimate this equation

as a trichotomous ordered probit, and to estimate separatecoefficients for the Latino and Asian

samples. Results are reported inTable8. Asbefore, the topnumber in eachentryis theestimated

probitcoefficient, the bottom numberthe standard error. A positively signedcoefficient implies

stronger partisanship. Estimates in the first colunm pertain to theLatino sample, thosein the

secondto the Asian sample,and those in the third columnare derived after pooling the two samples

together.

Table 8 here

Tte results here closely mirrorour findings concerning the direction of partypreferences.

The intensity of partisanship among native-bom Latinos increases withage, andthere are similar

gainsamong Latino immigrants withyears spentin the U.S. Age-related gains for thirdand

subsequent generation Latinos areespecially impressive. Thereareno effects associated withthe

generation dununies. Asbefore, wecannot reject outofhand altemative, cohort-based accounts of

these findings, but available side infoimation supports our view that the gainsin intensity are a

fimction of more exposure. Rrst, bothindicators of political exposure—age for natives, years in

the U.S. for immigrants—register the hypothesized gains. Secondly, an experience-based

explanation of these gains is corroborated bythedata inTable 7 thatshow large increases in

political information levelswithtimespentin theU.S. andovergenerations. Finally, it is even

harderto compose a plausible cohort-based scenario thataccounts for age-related gains in Latinos'

partisan intensity than it is for their age-related gains in identification with the Democrats.

Continuing downthe first colunm in Table8, wesee thatour otherhypotheses receive

substantial support aswell. The strength ofLatinos' partisan preferences increases with education,

as reflected by thesignificant difference (p< .05) between the .24and-.18 coefficients of the high
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and low education terms, respectively. Partisan intensity is also greater amtmg Latino immigrants

who havebecome citizens, and among those who have abandoned theideaof returning to their

coimtry oforigin. Incontrast, whether ornotthe respondent has adopted English asa primary

language appears not to matter.

Ourability to account forpartisan intensity among Asians wasno greater than ourability to

explain thedirection of their choice. None of themany variables thatarestatistically significant for

Latinosare significant whenthe equation is run on the Asiansample. Notwithstanding the gainsin

political information levels evident in Table 5, politically relevant experiences acquired by Asians

do notappear to increase theircommitment to either of themajor parties. Norwere there gains in

intensity associated with generation, education, citizenship, or language use.^ ^

IV. CONCLUSION

Most of our hypotheses concerning the acquisition of partisanship are borne out strongly in

the Latino sample. In line with the minority group status hypothesis, we find that the longer Latino

immigrants have been in the United States, the more likely they are to identify as Democrats.

Second and third generation Latinos exhibit similar age-related gains in Democratic identification.

There is also considerable support for the economic advancement hypothesis, in that support for the

Democrats is stronger among lower income Latinos and those from union households. Latino

immigrants also display gains in partisan intensity associated with the amoimt oftime they have

been in the United States, and we find corresponding age-related gains in the strength of

partisanship among subsequent generations of Latinos as well. Latinos who are committed to

remaining in the U.S., who have become citizens, and who have obtained more education also

exhibit stronger party attachments.

In line with our hypotheses about their foreign policy concerns, the data also suggest that

immigrants hom China, Korea, and Southeast Asia become more Republican with increased
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exposure toAmerican politics. Itislikely, though, that the favorable image Asian immigrants have

ofthe Republican party could fade quickly if they perceive that the G.O.P. is wavering in its

opposition tocommunist regimes in their homelands. In particular, the decision by the Bush

Administration tomaintain high-level contacts with the Beijing government after the Tien An Men

Sqare massacre could close offRepublican opportunities to make further inroads into the immigrant

Chinese community.

OtherAsian immigrants andsubsequent generations of Asian-Americans, in contrast,

exhibit nosystematic movement toward either party. We attribute thislackof exposure-related

effects(whichwe attribute to the minority groupstatus hypothesis) to the fact that Asians-

Americans do notfeel particularly disadvantaged. ButAsians'identification with theRepublican

versus theDemocratic party was similarly unaffected by thevariables reflecting economic

advancement, andnoneof ourhypotheses concerning partisan intensity received support in the

Asiansample. The divergence in our findings concerning Asians andLatinosthus underscores

Abramson's (1983) admonition against conflating the political experiences of different ethnic

groups.

Throughout this smdy we have attributed trends in party choice or in partisan intensity that

are related to age (or, in the case of immigrants, to time spent in the U.S.) to greater exposure to

Americanpolitics, and, more specifically, to informationabout the major politicalparties. As we

previously acknowledged,however, we caimot reject altemative, cohort-basedaccounts of the same

phenomena. It couldbe, for instance, that youngerLatinos are moreRepublican than theirelders

because their political experience is disproportionately reflectsthe relatively popular presidencies

Ronald Reagan and Goeroge Bush. Or perhaps older Latinos are relatively more Democratic

because ofevents that occurred during a formative period in their lives. Of course, this analytic

problem is not unique to our study. The fieldofcohort analysis has long struggled with the

problemof ascertaining whicheffect or whichcombination of three basic effects—^age, cohort,and
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period—accounts forobserved relationships in the data. The crux of the problem is that each effect

is a linear combination of the other two (Mason et aL, 1973). Glenn (1976) argues persuasively

thathigher orderinteraction effects present evenmore insunnountable difficulties. Wehave thus

adhered to the advice proferied by Glenn and Converse (1976), whoboth argue that a strong

theoretical basis and/or side information is required to discriminate between between competing

age and cohortexplanations. As we thinkthis studydemonstrates, theoryandsideevidence can

conspire to make one interpretation of a set of findings far morecompelling thananother.



APPENDIX: SAMPLE DESIGN

Themajor problem wefaced in this study was thatof efficiently contacting large numbers

of Latinos andAsians, who, according to the 1980 Census, constituted 19% and5%of thestate

population respectively. Comparisons between face-to-face and telephone interviews mdicate that

the former technique produces ahigher response rate and, ingeneral, less bias inthe resultant

sample. We worried, however, that recent immigrants (especially undocumented ones) would be

suspicious of interviewers coming to their homes. Telephone interviews are less obtrusive and

possibly preferable for that reason. The main reasonwe choseto conducttelephone interviews,

however, was the prohibitive cost of face-to-face interviews.

In telephone surveys the most common sampling technique is randomdigit dialing. RDD

is subject to some bias due to the incomplete saturationof telephone ownership(TuU and Albaum,

1977). More importantly, however, RDD is a very inefficient methodfor contactingresidentiaUy

dispersedgroupswhich make up a small percentageof the population, such as Latinos and Asians

(Changet ai, 1988). In the case of blacks,one can usuallydraw a sample of exchangesvia

probability weights to yieldthe desired proportion of blackrespondents. For Latinosand Asians,

there is not a highenoughlevelof residential concentration (andresultant high correlation between

telephone exchanges and census units) for this technique to be effective. Asians arc an extreme

case in this regard. Of the 5050censustractsin California in the 1980Census, only 33 (0.6%) were

40% or more Asian. Even if telephone exchanges couldbe weighted in a skewed erxjugh fashion to

increase significantly the probability of contacting Asianrespondents, the resultant samplewould

be problematic(i.e., Asians living in heavilyAsianneighborhoods are likely to be atypical Asians).

Because of the highly problematic nature of RDD for our purposes, we therefore chose to

generateLatino and Asian subsamples from surnames listed in telephonedirectories (Himmelfarb

et ai, 1983). After randomly selectinga sampleof 3(X) census tracts in California, we obtained

from DialAmerica Corporation of Qeveland, Ohio, the namesandcurrentphonemunbers of 80-
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100 individuals per tract for approximately 90% ofthe tracts, yielding a list of24,523 names. We

then ran these names through Hispanic and Asian surname dictionaries toderive a sample of

potential interviewees. This procedure produced significantly fewer Hispanic names than their

proportions of the total state population would have predicted, and slightly fewer Asian names.

Incomplete saturation of telephone ownership is probably responsible for some ofthe drop off

(Leuthold and Scheele, 1971), but the relatively young age structure of the Latinocommunity in

California is also a major contributing factor. Fortunately, the list of names we receivedfrom

DialAmericawas quite large, and so we were able to derive Asian and Latino subsamples of

adequate size. Inorder to increase the number of recent Asian immigrants we drew a supplemental

sample ofKorean surnames firom the 1984 Korean Telephone Directory ofSouthern California.

According to the creators ofthis directory, itcontains the telephone numbers ofover 75% ofaU

Koreans in Southern California. Weultimately conducted interviews with 80 Korean-Americans

via this supplemental sample.

Theinterviewing firm we hired made asmany as three attempts tocontact each telephone

mrmber. Randomization within the household was achieved by asking to speak with whichever

adult living at that address would be the next to have a birthday anniversary. Theinterviewers

made no attempt to convert those whodid not wishto participate. This telephoning strategy

yielded a completed interview with44 percent of the residences withvalid telei^one numbers (by

valid" we mean that the individual identified in our sample resided at that address). The major

reasons for failing to obtainan interview included: 1)contacting a minorchild,friend, or relative,

butnot an elgible adult 2) contacting anelgible respondent arranging to call backto interview

them at a more convenient time, and then failing to re-establish contact 3) repeatedly reaching an

answering machine (wesuspect the useof suchdevices to screenincoming calls is a growing

sourceof bias in telephone surveys, although wehaveseen no reference to this problem in the

literature). 4) languagedifficulties. This was not a problemfor Latino respondents, as our
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questionnaire had been translated into Spanish, and all Hispanicsurname respondents were

contacted by bilingual interviewers. Wealsoencountered virtually no language problems with

Asian respondents, with the exception of theKoreans. Korean-speaking interviewers probably

would have netted us a dozen or so more interviews. 5) Refusals to be interviewed. Records kept

bythe interviewing firm did not distinguish among the many reasons fornoncompletions.

Ourinitial reaction to the44 percent response rate was one of concem, but theliterature on

survey nonresponse suggests that this rate iscomparable to those currently achieved bycommercial

poUing firms. This isstill not particularly reassuring, given that nonresponse rates in telejdione

surveys have risen tovery high levels (Steeh, 1981). It is also the case that the amount ofsampling

bias depends notonly upon the response rate, but also upon how different respondents are from

nonrespondents (Brehm, 1989). Although we can obtain no infonnation onthe characteristics of

norespondents inourstudy, we can assess the representativeness of the Asian and Latino samples

by comparing their demographic profiles with those derived fh>m the 1980 U.S. Census of

Population. The figures reported inTable A.1 indicate that inboth samples the reported figures for

family income and country ofbirth (U.S. ornot) were quite similar to those reported bythe Census

Bureau. Thepercentage ofLatinos inoursample who reported being homeowners was somewhat

higher than the Census figures, and we also oversampled Asian men. Intheir study ofLatinos in

Texas, Chang etal. (1988) fotmd few differences between anRDD sample and a sample derived

from surname sampling of tele^^one directories. Ourresults arethuscorroborative. There were

large discrepancies, however, in reported education; individuals inboth samples were considerably

more likely to report having attended college than the 1980 Census indicated should be thecase.

This is notsurprising. Almost all political surveys show some bias in reported education, andRDD

telephone surveys generally fareworse in this regard than do face-to-face surveys.

Sampling bias does notproduce biased coefficients ina correctly specified regression

analysis if the variable concerned is anindependent variable, butit certainly canif thesampling
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bias affects the dependent variable. Any education bias inour sample thus is not athreat to the

analysis reported in Table 8(two education dummies are specified on the right hand side) but itis a

threat, as the referees indicate, to our analysis ofthe direction ofpartisanship reported inTables 6

and 7. The optimal way tocorrect such a problem isby means of a nested logit framework, in

which an "inclusive value" derived from firstestimating an equation that predicts responsevs.

nonresponse is inserted into theparty direction equation. This approach is notanoption, however,

because we simply have noway ofestimating that initial equation. We therefore adopted a fallback

strategy of reestimating the equations inTables 6 and 7 after partitioning Asian and Latino

respondents into high and low education subsamples. The resultant pairs ofestimated coefficients

forLatino respondents were very similar to each other, and there was no significant improvement in

log likelihood ratios.



Table1: Personally Experienced Discrimination and Perceived Lack of

Opportunity among Latinos and Asians

31

Latinos Asians

Generations in the U.S.

First Second Third First Second Third

Most Serious

Discrimination

Personally
Experienced:

None 70 56 65 61 39 56

Social 9 24 17 22 41 36

Economic 21 20 16 17 14 8

Receive Too

Few Opportunities 22 33 17 9 10 2

185 137 153 162 59 36

Figures reported are in percentages. Those concerning personally experienced discrimination were
derived from responses to the following pair of questions:

Have you, yourself, personally experienceddiscrimination because you are
[re^ndent's ethnicity]?

(If "yes" to theprevious question) Thinking of themostserious discrimination you
have experienced.. .was it in getting a job,or getting intoschool, in getting a house or
apartment, in a social situation, or in some other respect?

The figures concerning perceptions of opportunities are the percentages of respondents who
mentioned their own ethnic group in answering the following open-endedquestion:

Doyou think there areanygroups of people in theUnited States today who getfewer
OK»rtunities than they deserve?



Table 2: Immigrants' Links to their Countries of Origin

Asians luuinos

Years in the U.S. Years in the U.S.

0-7 8-15 16+ 0-7 8-15 16+

Keeps in Touch with
Friends and Relatives 90 77 64 87 84 74

Sends Money to
Friends and Relatives 43 29 30 48 49 33

n 58 69 50 46 88 89

Hgures reported are in percentages.
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Table 3: Economic Advancement of Latinos and Asians

Latinos

Years in U.S. Second Third
0-7 8-15 16+ Generation Generation

Family Owns Home 20 37 51 65 54

Family Income Less Than $20k 78 64 53 45 38

Household Head Unemployed 11 28 25 18 14

n 46 88 89 152 162

Asians

Years in U.S.

0-7 8-15 16+

Second

Generation

Third

Generation

Family Owns Home 29 70 68 81 67

Family Income Less Than $20k 48 22 20 25 19

Household Head Unemployed 19 4 12 6 12

58 69 50 63 42

Figures are in percentages
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Table 4: Trichotomous Probit Estimation of Party Choice

Latinos Asians

c .82"'" .66^
(.22) (.35)

Second Generation (G 2) -.26 -.82

(.37) (.62)

Third Generation (G3) -.30 -1.00

(.40) (.77)

Years in U.S., Immigrants (G ixr) -.027^ -.014

(.006) (.012)

Age, Second Generation (G2Xt) -.01 g"*" .009

(.007) (.010)

Age, Third Generation (GyXt)

1
f

-.014

(.009) (.019)

Low Family Income -.19^ .008

(.11) (.17)

High Family Income .15 -.026

(.19) (.18)

Union Household -.24"'" -.20

(.12) (.18)

Head of Household Unemployed .17 -.24

(.14) (.23)

Republicans Won, Immigrants(C 1) -.13 -.19

(.18) (.23)

Republicans Won, Natives (C23) .03 .29

(.17) (.28)

Anticommunist Emigre (E) —. .08

—
(.32)

Years in U.S., Emigids (Ext) — .024

— (.019)

Log Likelihood Initial -523.3 -319.3

Log Likelihood at Convergence ^89.8 -280.2

Number of Observations 515 267

^=p<.05



Table 5: Asian-Latino Differences in Party Preferences

c .56t
(.11)

Asians -.19

(.20)

Anticommunist Emigre (E) .39^
(.18)

Years in U.S., Latino Immigrants -.019"''
(.005)

Years in U.S., Asian Immigrants -.006

(.007)

Age, Native Latinos -.021"''
(.003)

Age, Native Asians .001

(.005)

Low Family Income -.12

(.09

High Family Income .08

(.13)

Union Household -.24^
(.10)

Head of Household Unemployed .06

(.11)

Log Likelihood Initial -855.6

Log Likelihood at Convergence -803.6

Niunber of Observations 804

^=p<.05
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Table 6: Factors Affecting Intensity of Partisanship by Generation

Family Political
Influence (G)

Past Political

Experiences (PPE)

38

1st Generation No Parental Transmission of
Political Information Relevant

Accumulate v^rith Time Spent in
the U.S.

to the U.S.
Early Experiences Especially
Important

Weight Given to PPEs Increases
with Education, Proficiency in
English, and with Perceived
Stake in the U.S.

2nd Generation Depends Upon Parental
Political Involvement During
Childhood

Accumulate with Age

Early Experiences Especially
Important

Weight Given to PPEs Increases
with Education

3rd Generation Parents an Important Source of
Partisanship and Political
Values

Accumulate with Age

Early Experiences Especially
Important

Weight Given to PPEs Increases
with Education
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Table 7: Education, Information, and Ties to the U.S.

Latinos

Years in U.S. Second Third
0-7 8-15 16+ Generation Generation

Less than High School Diploma 48 40 35 28 15

Speak Foreign Language 89 85 78 51 22

*

Reasonably Well Informed 20 23 34 51 58

U.S. Citizen 11 22 48 — —

4c

Intend to to Remain in U.S. 39 65 80 — —

n 46 88 89 152 162

Asians

Years in U.S.

0-7 8-15 16+

Second

Generation

Third

Generation

Less Than High School Diploma 12 4 10 3 2

Speak Foreign Language 88 78 58 14 2

4(

Reasonably Well Informed 15 36 62 70 76

U.S. Citizen 12 64 86 — —

4c 4(

Intend to Remain in U.S. 59 80 80 — —

n 58 69 50 63 42

40

These are the percentages falling into the "very high" and "faiily high" categories in the
interviewers' ratings of the "respondent's general level of information about politics and public
affairs." Remaining categories were "average," "fairiy low," and "very low."

These percentages are derived from responses to the question, "Have you ever considered going
back to [country of origin] to live, or are you pretty sure you will always live in the United States?"
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Table 8: Trichotomous Probit Estimation of Partisan Intensity

Latinos Asians Pooled

c .01 .53^ .21

(.19) (.26) (.15)

Second Generation (G2) -.01 .07 .14

(.26) (.44) (.22)

Third Generation (G3) -.44 .17 -.26

(.31) (.66) (.27)

Years in U.S., Immigrants (G ixr) .Oil"*" .009 .011"^
(.005) (.010) (.005)

Age, Second Generation .011^ .001 .006

(.005) (.008) (.004)

Age, Third Generation (Gixt) .032^ -.001 .026"''
(.008) (.018) (.007)

Low Education -.18 .28 -.09

(.12) (.32) (.11)

High Education .24 .19 .16

(.17) (.15) (.10)

Foreign Language .03 -.21 .02

(.12) (.20) (.10)

Owner -.02 .24 .04

(.11) (.16) (.09)

Citizen .36^ .09 .26"^
(.19) (.21) (.13)

WiU Not Return .36^ -.11 .17

(.18) (.22) (.14)

Log Likelihood Initial
Log Likelihood at Convei^gence
Number of Observations

-643.3

-518.2

515

-323.3

-269.9

267

-967.3

-796.2

782

•'• =p<.05
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Table A.1: Comparison ofSample and Census Characteristics

Latinos Asians

1980 Census 1984 Sample 1980 Census 1984 Sample

Male 51 49 48 60

Owner Occupiers 44 52 62 64

Family Income < 10k 27 21 14 9

Family Income 10-25k 48 47 37 35

Native Bom 63 60 42 38

Attended College 20 34 54 77
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ENDNOTES

1. One response to the lack of contemporaneous survey data from earlier periods is to analyze the

reports of respondents in the National Election Studies, which began in 1952, about their partisan

affiliations in the past. On the basisof suchreports Andersen (1979) surmised that the urbanethnic

core of the New Deal coalition was largely the product of the mobilization of second generation

citizens. As Andersenherselfpoints out, however, the unreliability of people's memories dictates

that reports about past partisanshipbe regardedwith considerable cautioa

2. Immigrants' choiceof partyin a newcountrycanbe shaped by theirprevious partisanship. In

their study of immigrants to Australia,Rnifler and Finifter (1989) find that U.S. Democrats are

more likely thanRepublicans to identify with theAustralian Labour party, andWilson (1973) finds

substantial carryover from Britishto Australian party identitification. American and British

immigrants to Australia, however, face a far more familiar setof parties thando theLatino and

Asian-American immigrants to the U.S. Indeed, manyof the immigrants in our studycomefrom

countries that do not even have eleaoral democracy. They are thus like Gitelman's (1982)

Americanimmigrants to Israel, who found the parties there unfamiliar, and, in most cases,

unappealing (291-293).

3. There are someexceptions to this. For example, a handful of Chinese immigrants in the sample

come from Malaysia and the nuli[^ines, where the Chinese are an ethnic minority.

4. Blacks and members of other minority groups are reluctant to discuss matters of race and

ethnicity with white interviewers. Whites, similarly, are often reticent about expressing racist

views that are no longer socially acceptable. Although it was not feasible to match the ethnicity of

the respondent with that of the interviewer, many of our interviewers were Asian-American or

Latino. It should also be noted that we employed bilingual interviewers for Spanish-speaking
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respondents (39interviews were doiK in Spanish).

5. This hypothesis is so named forease ofexposition. Only the Southeast Asians actually came to

the U.S. as political refugees.

6. Concernover communism has long been associated with support for a bigger military. This is

nota logical necessity, however, and we donotwant ouranalyses to hinge upon theextent to which

attitudes about defense spending line up with anti-communism. We thus do not test the

anticommunist emigrdhypothesis by specifyingthis measure in the party directionequation,and

reportopinions aboutdefense spending only as circumstantial evidence that givesthe hypothesis

some surface validity.

7. At least this has been the case at the national level. The civil rights revolution, however, has

engendered a major, ongoing shift in partisan loyalties in the South (Petrocik, 1987).

8. The equation for the Latino subsample could specify an analogous term for Cuban-Americans,

but our sample includes only five of them.

9. In a single cross-section, age and cohort are identical; individuals who are the same age have

always been the same age, and so became eligible to vote at the same time. Age and cohort become

increasingly decorrelated as subsequent cross-sectional observations are made, but examining a

series of cross-sections introduces the problem of factoring out "period" effects, i.e., shocks to the

entire distribution of the dependent variable at the time of a particular observation.

10. This assumes that immigrants have no real exposure to American party politics prior to their

arrival. Because of the central role the United States plays in intematioruil affairs, it is likely that

some immigrants have some information about American political parties at the time of their

arrival.
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11, As a further check onpotential aggregation problems discussed earlier, we tested the

robustness ofthe probit analyses reported inTables 6and 8by successively removing one ofthe

Asian nationality groups from the sample, then two ata time, and re-estimating the equations. This

is admittedly not a definitive test, but we were unable to find any systematic effects resulting from

this procedure.
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